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Gena Showalter Intertwined Complete Collection Oct 24 2019 Before the White Rabbit Chronicles, before
Firstlife, New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter wrote the Intertwined series, featuring a sixteenyear-old boy with four other souls trapped in his head—now available in this complete collection! Aden Stone
has always been different. Despite his best efforts, he’s also been trouble. Living in a halfway house for
wayward teens, he does his best to appear normal. Thanks to the souls sharing prime real estate inside his
mind, he can raise the dead, time travel, possess other bodies and predict the future, but he can’t always
control the abilities. And that’s the least of his worries! Creatures of myth and legend sense him...and now,
they are hunting him. In this dark world of intrigue and danger, vampires and werewolves are out for
blood—his. Can he trust the beautiful vampiress who claims she wants to help him? Will he find love…or the
ultimate betrayal? Don’t miss a single thrilling and wildly romantic moment as Aden’s fate intertwines,
unravels, and twists into an unforgettably exhilarating and shocking adventure! Originally published in 2009,
2010, 2011.
Blood Moon Harvest Apr 29 2020 Rylie’s home has been turned into a battle zone by attacking hunters–and
by her conflicted heart. Her wolf and human sides are in love with different men, and neither Seth nor Abel
will give Rylie up without a fight. To save her pack, Rylie will have to find out who Cain is. To save herself,
she’ll have to choose between the man she wants and the man she needs.
Beta Feb 08 2021 Deirdre Tombs has lived most her life as the weakest of shapeshifters—an Omega who
can’t turn into any animal. Now the terrorist known as Everton Stark has made her his Beta. He wants her by
his side when he defeats the Office of Preternatural Affairs, kills Rylie Gresham, and becomes Alpha of all
shifters. The faeries from the Winter Court have an offer to make Stark’s domination easier. They know
where to find a cursed sword that can kill anything, and they’ll give it to him…for a price. Deirdre’s the only
one who can keep Stark from getting this powerful weapon—if she wants to. But as brutal as Stark may be,
he’s also the only one who can give Deirdre what she wants. Vengeance. And Deirdre doesn’t know where
her loyalties lie anymore. search terms: werewolf books, urban fantasy books, shapeshifters, paranormal
romance, post-apocalyptic fantasy, dystopian fiction
Gray Moon Rising Dec 18 2021 It’s been almost a year since Rylie Gresham was bitten by a werewolf on Gray
Mountain. Now something is beckoning her back to the place she was attacked, along with every other
werewolf in the world. But they aren’t the only ones heeding the call. A group of hunters notices them
gathering and sees it as their chance to wipe out the entire species. Seth is about to graduate high school
when he learns of the final hunt. He secretly plans to save Rylie and his werewolf brother even though he has
to play along with the hunters to do it. But Rylie doesn’t want to be saved. She’s already decided to solve her
problems with a silver bullet if answers aren’t waiting on Gray Mountain. One way or another, everything is
about to end—whether it means Rylie’s liberation or the end of her life…
Alpha Moon Sep 15 2021 Rylie Gresham’s world is ending, and this time, it has nothing to do with silver
bullets…and everything to do with an impromptu visit from her mother. Jessica has no idea her daughter is
an Alpha werewolf in charge of the last surviving pack. Rylie is determined to keep her from learning the
truth. But between her mate’s stubbornness, airport security, and nosy family members, Rylie is soon to
learn that being the Alpha doesn’t necessarily mean that she’s the one in control… keywords: urban fantasy,
paranormal romance, urban fantasy romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance, angels, demons,
science fiction romance
Spellsmoke Aug 02 2020

Ich habe dich gesehen (Ein Rylie-Wolf-FBI-Thriller – Buch 3) Oct 28 2022 Auf einem berüchtigten Streifen
Highway, der voller Serienmörder ist, tauchen Opfer in verschiedenen Bundesstaaten auf, obwohl es
scheinbar keinen Zusammenhang gibt. Rylie, die den territorialen Polizeikommissariaten gegenübersteht,
muss sich ihren brillanten Verstand zunutze machen, um das Rätsel zu lösen und das nächste Opfer zu
retten, bevor es zu spät ist. In ICH HABE DICH GESEHEN (Ein Rylie-Wolf-FBI-Thriller – Buch 3) wird Rylie eine
neue Reihe scheinbar unzusammenhängender Morde zugewiesen, aber es fällt ihr schwer, Fortschritte zu
machen, da sich die Polizeikommissariate verschiedener Bundesstaaten über den Zuständigkeitsbereich
streiten. Gleichzeitig geraten Geheimnisse ihrer Vergangenheit ans Licht, die sie lieber begraben lassen
würde. Kann Rylie lang genug bei Verstand bleiben, um das nächste Opfer zu retten? Oder wird ihr die Zeit
schließlich endgültig ausgehen? Die RYLIE-WOLF-Mystery-Reihe sind komplexe, psychologische Thriller voller
unerwarteter Wendungen und herzrasender Spannung. Sie werden sich in eine brillante neue Protagonistin
verlieben und die Bücher bis spätnachts nicht aus der Hand legen können. Die Reihe ist ein perfekter
Lesestoff für Fans von Robert Dugoni, Rachel Caine, Melinda Leigh oder Mary Burton. Weitere Titel dieser
Reihe werden bald erhältlich sein!
Six Moon Summer Jul 25 2022 Rylie's been bitten. She's changing. And now she has three months to find a
cure before becoming a werewolf... forever. Rylie Gresham hates everything about summer camp: the food,
the fresh air, the dumb activities, and the other girls in her cabin. But the worst part is probably being bitten
by a werewolf. Being a teenager is hard enough, but now she's craving raw flesh and struggles with
uncontrollable anger. If she doesn't figure out a way to stop the transformation, then at the end of summer,
her life is worse than over. She'll be a monster.
Omega Nov 17 2021 Ten years ago, Deirdre Tombs died. When she was reborn the next day, Deirdre had
become a shapeshifter who can’t shift shapes. Nobody knows what animal she’s supposed to be. She’s
definitely not a werewolf. The Alpha, Rylie Gresham, can’t force her to transform like other members of her
pack. Now Deirdre is considered an omega, the weakest shapeshifter in the pack—a vulnerable position when
Everton Stark demands tribute from Rylie. He wants to be the dominant Alpha. The only Alpha. And he plans
to make her pack submit whether they want to or not. Stark can make every shapeshifter obey him by force
of will alone. Every shapeshifter except Deirdre. The shifter who can’t shift is the only hope for Rylie to win
the war against Stark. It will take everything Deirdre has to survive undercover in his den. But can an
omega’s will be stronger than that of a charismatic, deadly Alpha like Everton Stark?
Want You (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller—Book Four) Feb 26 2020 On a stretch of highway in the Pacific
Northwest known for the country’s highest number of serial killers, cold cases pile up across state lines,
stumping the local police. An elite FBI unit is formed, with brilliant special agent Rylie Wolf at its head—and
this time she must crack the case of a string of hitchhikers who’ve gone missing. Are they all the work of a
single killer? And can she save the next one before it’s too late? “Molly Black has written a taut thriller that
will keep you on the edge of your seat… I absolutely loved this book and can’t wait to read the next book in
the series!” —Reader review for Girl One: Murder A complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and
turns and packed with heart-pounding suspense, the RYLIE WOLF mystery series will make you fall in love
with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages late into the night. It is a perfect addition
for fans of Robert Dugoni, Rachel Caine, Melinda Leigh or Mary Burton. Books #5 and #6 in the series—TAKE
YOU and DARE YOU—are now also available. “I binge read this book. It hooked me in and didn't stop till the
last few pages… I look forward to reading more!” —Reader review for Found You “I loved this book! Fastpaced plot, great characters and interesting insights into investigating cold cases. I can't wait to read the
next book!” —Reader review for Girl One: Murder “Very good book… You will feel like you are right there
looking for the kidnapper! I know I will be reading more in this series!” —Reader review for Girl One: Murder
“This is a very well written book and holds your interest from page 1… Definitely looking forward to reading
the next one in the series, and hopefully others as well!” —Reader review for Girl One: Murder “Wow, I
cannot wait for the next in this series. Starts with a bang and just keeps going.” —Reader review for Girl
One: Murder “Well written book with a great plot, one that will keep you up at night. A page turner!”
—Reader review for Girl One: Murder “A great suspense that keeps you reading… can't wait for the next in
this series!” —Reader review for Found You “Sooo soo good! There are a few unforeseen twists… I binge read
this like I binge watch Netflix. It just sucks you in.” —Reader review for Found You
Omega Jan 27 2020 Ten years ago, Deirdre Tombs died. When she was reborn the next day, Deirdre had
become a shapeshifter who can't shift shapes. Nobody knows what animal she's supposed to be. She's
definitely not a werewolf. The Alpha, Rylie Gresham, can't force her to transform like other members of her
pack. Now Deirdre is considered an omega, the weakest shapeshifter in the pack-a vulnerable position when
Everton Stark demands tribute from Rylie. He wants to be the dominant Alpha. The only Alpha. And he plans
to make her pack submit whether they want to or not. Stark can make every shapeshifter obey him by force
of will alone. Every shapeshifter except Deirdre. The shifter who can't shift is the only hope for Rylie to win
the war against Stark. It will take everything Deirdre has to survive undercover in his den. But can an
omega's will be stronger than that of a charismatic, deadly Alpha like Everton Stark?
Darkmoon May 23 2022 Rylie Gresham has survived becoming a werewolf, going crazy from silver poisoning,

and being hunted by her fiance’s family. But all of that was nothing compared to the challenge Rylie faces
now: being pregnant…with twins. And it definitely doesn’t help that her fiance’s brother has declared himself
the father, either. The brothers, Seth and Abel, are at each other’s throat over Rylie, even as the twins are
fast approaching term. But it may be too late for all of them. The government has revealed the existence of
werewolves, threatening everything that Rylie holds dear. And the evil werewolf Cain is preparing for his
final act of revenge—destroying the pack and stealing Rylie’s children.
New Moon Summer Apr 10 2021 Rylie is Alpha: the leader of the werewolves. They’re an endangered species
living in a sanctuary, and she’s guarded them for two peaceful years. The peace is shattered when somebody
sends Rylie a threatening silver bullet. A new member of the pack goes missing. And to make things worse,
her inner wolf is strangely attracted to her boyfriend’s brother, leaving her torn between the love of two
men–one of them a werewolf, and the other a former hunter.
Caught You (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller-Book Two) Jun 19 2019
Long Night Moon Mar 21 2022 Something is killing innocent people around Rylie Gresham’s town. The police
think it’s a wild animal, but she has other suspicions. There are new kids at school, and they have a lot in
common with her: gold eyes, super strength, and a habit of turning furry. It seems Rylie’s not the only
werewolf around anymore. It’s up to Rylie and her werewolf-hunting boyfriend, Seth, to stop the killings. But
saving lives doesn’t come naturally to a monster, and territory battles could risk the life of her sickly
aunt–not to mention her own. Rylie has no choice but to stand her ground, protect her home, and stop the
murders before anyone else gets hurt.
Me and My Ghoulfriends Sep 03 2020 There's always fun to be had on a ghoul's night out. By day, Larue
Donavan is a down-to-earth bookstore owner. But by night, she's a world-renowned psychic investigator
dedicated to helping lost spirits find peace. Dead people won't leave her alone and Abraham Lincoln thinks
he's in charge of her lovelife. Larue can handle ghosts and undead presidents. It's the living that drive her
crazy. When Callahan Weiss moves to town, the handsome newcomer opens a coffee shop right next door.
She's smitten from the start, but she's not the only one -- The boutique owner across the street has her eye
on Callahan too, and uses witchcraft to fight dirty. When Callahan gets hit by a love spell, Larue will need
more than a little help from her ghoul-friends to save the day...
Moon Sworn Sep 22 2019 Shape-shifting werewolf and vampire Riley Jenson is through with death - causing
it, solving it, surviving it. Her soul mate, Kye Murphy, is dead - and at Riley's own hands. Not even the
seductive embrace of her vampire lover, Quinn, can fully ease her mind, for she has begun questioning
everything that makes her Riley - including her job at the Directorate. But then ritualistically slain bodies of
ex-cons start turning up. Reluctantly, Riley takes the case, but something even worse is waiting in the wings.
For a vicious enemy from her past is determined to strip Riley of everything that gives her life any meaning:
her lover, her twin brother - and even her own identity. Can Riley survive this ultimate assault? All she knows
is, she must fight one last time to find answers, before everything goes dark forever . . .
Oaths of Blood Jul 13 2021 Werewolves are immune to every illness and can heal any wound. It should be
impossible for one to become possessed by a demon. But that’s exactly what Seth Wilder is facing: a
werewolf gone insane from possession. He has no choice but to deliver her to the only exorcist in America,
Elise Kavanagh, who also happens to be a powerful demon known as the Godslayer. Elise is in hiding when
Seth and Rylie Gresham, Alpha werewolf, arrive seeking her help. She agrees, but everything has its price.
What they learn about the possessed werewolf changes everything — Hell and Earth, the pack, and the
future of the entire world… keywords: demons, angels, urban fantasy novel, occult supernatural,
supernatural suspense, paranormal romance, dark fantasy, exorcism exorcist, werewolves, werewolf pack
The Ascension Series, Books 1-3: Sacrificed in Shadow, Oaths of Blood, and Ruled by Steel May 11 2021 This
urban fantasy boxed set contains the first three novels in The Ascension Series and totals 300,000 words.
When it comes to problems involving evil, Elise Kavanagh is the expert in saving the day. Not only is she a
legendary demon hunter known as the Godslayer, she’s also the most powerful demon to ever walk the
Earth—a once-human creature that other demons now look up to as a deity. Rylie Gresham is Alpha of the
last werewolf pack. They’re hiding from recent government laws regulating preternaturals and trying to
avoid conflict. But someone’s trying to get into Eden. The garden holds secrets too dangerous for anyone to
possess, including Elise’s former partner James Faulkner: a half-witch, half-angel bent on becoming God. He
doesn’t care what it takes to get into Eden, and the werewolf pack gets trapped at the center of the conflict.
Elise will do anything to keep James—or anyone else—from reaching Eden, even if it means journeying deep
into Hell and seizing control of the City of Dis. Trapped between shadow and light, Elise walks a fine line
trying to save the world yet again…even if it means losing her friends among the werewolves, the man she
once loved, and her soul itself. ABOUT SACRIFICED IN SHADOW Lincoln Marshall is a small-town deputy with a
very big problem. Six members of his church have been found dead, killed by a rogue werewolf. He’ll have to
make a deal with the Devil to save victims that have gone missing—maybe literally. Elise Kavanagh,
preternatural investigator and exorcist, is the expert when it comes to violent deaths at the jaws of evil.
She’s also among the most powerful demons that Hell has spawned. Elise jumps at Lincoln’s case, and it’s
not just because of his down-home charm. Someone’s laid a trap for her in Northgate, and she wants to find

out who. She’ll have to team up with Rylie Gresham, Alpha of the last surviving werewolf pack, to figure out
who’s trying to blame the murders on werewolves. Only together can they stop the killings—and uncover the
secrets buried in Northgate. ABOUT OATHS OF BLOOD Werewolves are immune to every illness and can heal
any wound. It should be impossible for one to become possessed by a demon. But that’s exactly what Seth
Wilder is facing: a werewolf gone insane from possession. He has no choice but to deliver her to the only
exorcist in America, Elise Kavanagh, who also happens to be a powerful demon known as the Godslayer. Elise
is in hiding when Seth and Rylie Gresham, Alpha werewolf, arrive seeking her help. She agrees, but
everything has its price. What they learn about the possessed werewolf changes everything—Hell and Earth,
the pack, and the future of the entire world… ABOUT RULED BY STEEL Elise Kavanagh failed to prevent the
Breaking, and now Hell is spilling onto Earth. She’s delved deep into the City of Dis in an attempt to stop the
infernal armies–but even the legendary Godslayer is unprepared to face Dis’s fiercest demons, not to
mention the responsibility of liberating the humans they’ve enslaved. On Earth, rogue angel Nash Adamson
is wing-deep in damage control after the Breaking, and his fellow angels don’t want to get involved. War is
approaching the werewolf sanctuary. If Heaven won’t help them, he’ll have to turn to Hell for salvation.
Everything hinges on who can control the City of Dis. Elise and her allies have no choice but to rule by steel…
Search Terms: exorcist, fallen angels, demon hunter, cheap box set, bargain box set, urban fantasy boxed set
Pas Feb 20 2022 Deirdre Tombs is a Beta without her Alpha. Everton Stark is missing, just days in advance of
the election to replace Rylie Gresham as leader of all North American shifters. She can’t control his allies
anymore. She can’t win the election without him. Everything will be lost unless Deirdre can become a better
monster than Stark. search terms: werewolf books, urban fantasy books, shapeshifters, paranormal romance,
post-apocalyptic fantasy, dystopian fiction
How to Date a Werewolf Mar 09 2021 Romance can be a hairy business-especially when you're a werewolf.
As the owner of Get a Mate Dating Service, Rylie is more than happy to step in and lend a hand to lonely
lycanthropic hearts all over town. No matter how hopeless Rylie might be in finding her own soul mate, she
has a knack for helping others find theirs. Convinced that she is stuck with a family curse, Rylie is positive
she will never find her true love. But when drool-worthy Jack Chandler shows up at her door, Rylie wonders if
maybe the curse is finally broken. But Rylie's life is about to become complicated courtesy of the after-dark
crowd. When she begins receiving strange notes and harassment from a jilted client, events careen out of
control. Jack knows she's more hassle than he can handle. What he doesn't know is whether she's seriously in
trouble . . . or simply delusional.
Six Moon Summer Oct 16 2021 Rylie's been bitten. She's changing. And now she has three months to find a
cure before becoming a werewolf... forever. Rylie Gresham hates everything about summer camp: the food,
the fresh air, the dumb activities, and the other girls in her cabin. But the worst part is probably being bitten
by a werewolf. Being a teenager is hard enough, but now she's craving raw flesh and struggles with
uncontrollable anger. If she doesn't figure out a way to stop the transformation, then at the end of summer,
her life is worse than over. She'll be a monster.
Moon of the Terrible Jun 24 2022 Abel is struggling to find his footing at the werewolf sanctuary when he
receives terrible news: the girl he loves and his brother have vanished. Seth calls to claim that they’re
eloping, but Abel knows it’s a lie. There’s no way that Rylie would get married without telling him. Not when
the memory of her scorching kiss is still burning on his lips. Certain that something is wrong, Abel drops
everything to rescue Rylie and Seth–and stake his claim over his mate.
Showdown Nov 05 2020 Twenty heroes have been stolen. Removed from their times, their worlds, and their
lives, they're put in front of a bloodthirsty audience to fight. Every one of these people has fought to save
the world. They've killed and died. And now they must become enemies in order to meet the monster behind
it all. Showdown is a 30,000-word novella that was originally serialized online as an interactive reader event.
It's not intended to be read unless you're a fan of The Descentverse (such as The Descent Series, The
Ascension Series, or Seasons of the Moon).
Ruled by Steel May 31 2020 Only a demon can save the souls in Hell. Elise Kavanagh failed to prevent the
Breaking, and now Hell is spilling onto Earth. She’s delved deep into the City of Dis in an attempt to stop the
infernal armies–but even the legendary Godslayer is unprepared to face Dis’s fiercest demons, not to
mention the responsibility of liberating the humans they’ve enslaved. On Earth, rogue angel Nash Adamson
is wing-deep in damage control after the Breaking, and his fellow angels don’t want to get involved. War is
approaching the werewolf sanctuary. If Heaven won’t help them, he’ll have to turn to Hell for salvation.
Everything hinges on who can control the City of Dis. Elise and her allies have no choice but to rule by steel…
keywords: demons, angels, urban fantasy novel, occult supernatural, supernatural suspense, paranormal
romance, dark fantasy, exorcism exorcist, werewolves, werewolf pack
Caged in Bone Jan 07 2021 Abel Wilder, werewolf Alpha, has gone missing, leaving his mate and the pack in
a panic. His captor magicked his scent out of the sanctuary so that his mate can’t track him down. Only one
witch can cast a spell that powerful. James Faulkner has finally crossed a line that Elise Kavanagh can’t
ignore. Elise is going to have to hunt James down before the werewolf pack loses its Alpha and Rylie loses
her mate. And Elise will have to find a way to make sure that James never bothers the pack—or anyone

else—ever again.
All Hallows' Moon Sep 27 2022 The good girl has become the big bad wolf… Rylie survived a werewolf bite.
She’s moved to her aunt’s ranch to enroll in a new school and continue her life—except now she transforms
into a monster every moon and struggles to control her murderous urges. Without many werewolves left, it’s
hard to stay in hiding. A family of hunters–Eleanor, Abel, and Seth—recognize the signs and follow Rylie to
her new home. They want to stop her before she murders someone, and the only way to do it is with a silver
bullet. Seth soon realizes the werewolf is Rylie, the one monster he failed to kill. Worse yet, he’s still in love
with her. Torn between family and love, Rylie struggles to reconcile her feelings and control the wolf within
while Seth fights to do what’s right. But what is right—obeying desire or duty?
The Mage Craft Series Dec 26 2019 She's the daughter of Metaraon, the Voice of God. Now it's time for her
to take his place in the world - and pay for his sins. He's a doctor as good with a gun as he is with a scalpel.
He knows a lot about the preternatural, but he's not saying why. And he's the new Voice of God's only chance
of survival. This collection contains the first three books of The Mage Craft Series, amounting to over
210,000 words. About Cast in Angelfire As a half-angel, half-human mage, Marion Garin is the most powerful
witch in the world. She’s been embroiled in preternatural politics since childhood and navigates the factions
with ease. Or so she’s been told. Unfortunately, she’s lost her memory, and now Marion doesn’t know much
of anything. Casting magic? Forget about it. It’s not an accident, either. Someone powerful wanted to take
Marion out of preternatural politics, and they succeeded. She’s told that a man named Seth Wilder could
help, but she’ll have to find him first. He’s been missing for years. Marion needs to track Seth down and fix
her memory before her unknown enemy finishes the job… * * * About Cast in Hellfire Marion Garin is the
teenage daughter of Metaraon, the former Voice of God. Now she's also the steward of the Winter Court,
which has been in anarchy since a revolution five years earlier. Problem: Marion still doesn't remember
anything that happened before two weeks ago. Seth Wilder has a lead on her memories. Whoever stole them
and sold Marion's essence to a demon lord in Sheol. Marion wants to help steal them back, even though that
means abandoning the Winter Court to war. And Seth can't seem to tell Marion no. He wants Marion nearby.
Very nearby. Possibly in his teeth. See, Seth has this little problem where he's developing a killing urge, and
it seems to be centered primarily on the half-angel girl who adores him. It conflicts with everything Seth
believes himself to be: a moral man, a doctor who heals instead of hurts. Yet he's obsessed with Marion. She
wants her memories, and he wants her to have them as much as he wants her blood. They'll work together to
make Marion whole, come hell or high water. Even if it means war. Even if it means Seth might hurt Marion.
And damned be the consequences... * * * About Cast in Faefire Marion Garin, the Voice of God, is due to
marry the Prince of the Autumn Court by the end of the week - assuming that the world's preternatural
leadership doesn't have anything to say about it. They plan to strip Prince ErlKonig of his title, ensuring that
Marion can't form a god-forbidden treaty with the angels. Still injured from his final fight in Sheol, Seth
Wilder is seeking a way to stay alive. If he dies, he'll lose more than his life - he'll be slave to the gods' whims
for all eternity. He's ready to take drastic steps. Maybe even make a bargain with the vampires. But what the
gods want, they get. And they don't appreciate being defied. Search Terms: bargain box set, paranormal
romance box set, romance collection, box set, romance boxed set, urban fantasy boxed set, boxed set
Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: Want You (#4) and Take You (#5) Mar 29 2020 A bundle of books #4
(WANT YOU) and #5 (TAKE YOU) in Molly Black’s Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller series! This bundle offers
books four and five in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading. A notorious stretch of
highway is rife with serial killers, unsolved murders and missing-persons cases. The FBI, knowing it must
crack this Bermuda Triangle of death, assigns its most brilliant mind—and flawed agent—Rylie Wolf, to dive
headfirst into this road of danger. Rylie must tap her brilliant instincts to decode these cases and enter the
twisted mind of killers—while battling demons from her own dark past. In WANT YOU (Book #4), Rylie must
crack the case of a string of hitchhikers who’ve gone missing. Are they all the work of a single killer? And can
she save the next one before it’s too late? In TAKE YOU (Book #5), Rylie is summoned to a lonely stretch of
highway where active and cold cases converge. Has an old killer re-surfaced? Or is this the work of someone
new? A complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns and packed with heart-pounding
suspense, the RYLIE WOLF mystery series will make you fall in love with a brilliant new female protagonist
and keep you turning pages late into the night. It is a perfect addition for fans of Robert Dugoni, Rachel
Caine, Melinda Leigh or Mary Burton. Book #6 in the series—DARE YOU—is now also available.
Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller Bundle: See You (#3) and Want You (#4) Jul 01 2020 A bundle of books #3
(SEE YOU) and #4 (WANT YOU) in Molly Black’s Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller series! This bundle offers
books three and four in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading. A notorious stretch of
highway is rife with serial killers, unsolved murders and missing-persons cases. The FBI, knowing it must
crack this Bermuda Triangle of death, assigns its most brilliant mind—and flawed agent—Rylie Wolf, to dive
headfirst into this road of danger. Rylie must tap her brilliant instincts to decode these cases and enter the
twisted mind of killers—while battling demons from her own dark past. In SEE YOU (Book #3), victims are
appearing across multiple state lines, seemingly no link between them. Rylie, pitted against territorial police
departments, must tap her brilliant mind to crack the riddle, and save the next victim before it’s too late. At

the same time, secrets from her past that she’d rather keep buried are coming to light. Can Rylie keep
herself sane long enough to save the next victim? Or will the clock finally run out for good? In WANT YOU
(Book #4), Rylie must crack the case of a string of hitchhikers who’ve gone missing. Are they all the work of a
single killer? And can she save the next one before it’s too late? A complex psychological crime thriller full of
twists and turns and packed with heart-pounding suspense, the RYLIE WOLF mystery series will make you fall
in love with a brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages late into the night. It is a perfect
addition for fans of Robert Dugoni, Rachel Caine, Melinda Leigh or Mary Burton. Books #5 and #6 in the
series—TAKE YOU and DARE YOU—are now also available.
Red Rose Moon Dec 06 2020 Rylie Gresham, Alpha of the endangered werewolf species, is pregnant. The fact
that she’s only eighteen and maybe a tiny bit in love with her boyfriend’s brother isn’t even the worst part:
the baby is going to be a werewolf, too. Certain that Seth is the father, she finally agrees to marry him, even
if her heart is still filled with doubt. Abel is being held captive by Cain when he hears about Rylie’s
condition–and the shocking circumstances surrounding the conception. Rylie and Abel have been mating on
the full moons, so there’s a chance that he’s the father, and she has no clue. Now Abel has to escape Cain
and crash the wedding before his mate marries his brother. A zombie mother-in-law, back-stabbing hunters,
and wicked morning sickness mean that they’re all in for one heck of a party. keywords: urban fantasy,
paranormal romance, urban fantasy romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance, angels, demons,
science fiction romance
Found You (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller-Book One) Aug 22 2019 A notorious stretch of highway is rife
with serial killers, unsolved murders and missing-persons cases. The FBI, knowing it must crack this Bermuda
Triangle of death, assigns its most brilliant mind-and flawed agent-Rylie Wolf, to dive headfirst into this road
of danger. Rylie must tap her brilliant instincts to decode these cases and enter the twisted mind of killerswhile battling demons from her own dark past. In FOUND YOU (A Rylie Wolf FBI Suspense Thriller-Book One),
FBI Agent Rylie Wolf isn't afraid to speak her mind. But when her headstrong tendencies land her in hot
water, she finds herself assigned to a new location: a dangerous stretch of highway, spanning several states,
known for unsolved murders and missing-persons cases. Rylie, still haunted by a near miss with a murderer
during her childhood, knows this area all too well. It was one she hoped never to return to. Victims are found
strung to mile markers along the highway, an eerie trademark of a serial killer. Rylie and her new partner
must track down the killer, but the pattern of murders is baffling. With the FBI breathing down her neck,
time is running out, and as the pressure ramps up, Rylie finds herself in the middle of a cat-and-mouse game
with a killer more deranged than she could have ever imagined. Can Rylie stop the murderer before he kills
again? Or will she herself be the next victim? A complex psychological crime thriller full of twists and turns
and packed with heart-pounding suspense, the RYLIE WOLF mystery series will make you fall in love with a
brilliant new female protagonist and keep you turning pages late into the night. It is a perfect addition for
fans of Robert Dugoni, Rachel Caine, Melinda Leigh or Mary Burton. Books #2 and #3 in the series-CAUGHT
YOU and SEE YOU-are now also available.
Lost in Prophecy Apr 22 2022 Elise Kavanagh is too busy liberating slaves in the City of Dis to worry about
what’s happening on Earth. She hasn’t even noticed that more than three thousand people have gone
missing—not until an anonymous client hires her organization, The Hunting Club, to rescue them. The man
asking for help doesn’t seem to exist. But the trail of clues is too strange to ignore, and she finds herself
caught in the investigation. Werewolf Alpha Rylie Gresham is absorbed in troubles of her own. The pack is
disobeying her, and the cult camped out in Northgate seems to be the source of the problem. Her mate, Abel,
has resolved to fix it one way or another—even if it means going over Rylie’s head and killing their enemies.
Through secrets, lies, and assassination attempts, Elise and Rylie find that they have a new enemy in
common. And what it takes to prevail might mean shattering the universe… keywords: urban fantasy,
paranormal romance, urban fantasy romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance, angels, demons,
science fiction romance
After Midnight Oct 04 2020 When the clock strikes midnight, dark spirits rise…. Lose yourself in a collection
of nine spellbinding novels from NY Times, USA Today, and national bestselling authors! Demons and
vampires come alive in these pages, creeping out after midnight along with shifters, fae, witches, and other
denizens of the dark. This boxed set will enchant you from the very first page! After Midnight includes these
nine full-length paranormal romance and urban fantasy novels: Unquiet Souls (Project Demon Hunters: Book
One) - Christine Pope Misbegotten (L.A. Nocturne: Book One) - Kat Parrish Soul Marked (I Bring the Fire: Part
Seven) - C. Gockel Dark Descent (The Arondight Codex: Book One) - Nicole R. Taylor Reborn in Fire (Untamed
Elements: Book One) - Kasey Mackenzie Sacrificed in Shadow (The Ascension Series: Book One) - SM Reine
Shoot the Messenger (Messenger Chronicles: Book One) - Pippa DaCosta Deadline (Blood Trails: Book One) Jennifer Blackstream Beyond the Night (The Heroes of New Vegas: Book One) - Colleen Gleason keywords:
witch, warlock, wizard, demon, devil, demonic, fae, fairy, faery, vampire, undead, shifter, werewolf, psychic,
telepath, paranormal, television show, reality TV
Alpha Jun 12 2021 No longer an Omega, Deirdre Tombs has found her animal. She only had to die and rise
from her own ashes to discover it. And she’s returned with a purpose. For the first time in history, the role of

Alpha is up for election. If Everton Stark took charge, he would disband the ruthless government organization
that has made life miserable for shifters like Deirdre. One problem: Stark doesn’t want to run. He only wants
vengeance against his wife, Rhiannon, who killed many of his followers and stole the Ethereal Blade. While
Stark is focused on revenge, Rhiannon is focused on winning the election for Alpha. Victory means tearing
the Winter Court apart with civil war. It means riots. It means unleashing a deadly unseelie assassin that
devours souls. Anything to get her dragon shifter mate in power…with Rhiannon at his side.
The Cain Chronicles, Episodes 1-4: New Moon Summer, Blood Moon Harvest, Moon of the Terrible, and Red
Rose Moon Jan 19 2022 Rylie Gresham has enjoyed two peaceful years as Alpha of the last werewolf pack in
existence. But she's feeling kind of confused. Her boyfriend, Seth, has been away at college, and her feelings
for his brother, Abel, have been growing as they run the pack together. Everything gets a lot more
complicated when someone sends her a silver bullet and a threatening message. It throws her into a deadly
battle with enemies old and new, which is only slightly less perilous than the battle inside her heart. Sooner
or later, she's going to have to choose: will she marry Seth, or follow her feelings for Abel? This is a
collection of the first four episodes of The Cain Chronicles, a serialized novel. It amounts to approximately
65,000 words. If you've read episodes 1-4 before, there's nothing new here. If you're just joining the story -enjoy! :) keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal romance, urban fantasy romance, werewolf romance,
shapeshifter romance, angels, demons, science fiction romance, alpha werewolf, alpha male, love triangle
Intertwined Jul 21 2019 There's something about the new guy at Crossroads High… Most sixteen-year-olds
have friends. Aden Stone has four human souls living inside him: One can time travel. One can raise the
dead. One can possess another human. One can tell the future. Everyone thinks he's crazy, which is why he's
spent his entire life shuffled between mental institutions and juvie. All of that is about to change, however.
For months Aden has been having visions of a beautiful girl—a girl who carries centuries-old secrets. A girl
who will either save him or destroy him. Together they'll enter a dark world of intrigue and danger…but not
everyone will come out alive.
Mating Bite Nov 24 2019 Werewolf Carter Sinclair is on the hunt. He’s tracking a newly turned vamp, a
beauty with bite named Lauren McIntosh. Hunting her is the easy part. After all, no one can hide from a wolf.
But once Carter gets the vamp in his arms, his easy mission suddenly goes straight to hell. One taste, one
bite that should never have happened…and Carter is hooked—mind, body, soul. Nature has plans for him and
Lauren. They’re to be mates, but there is a vicious vamp waiting in the dark—a killer who has already claimed
Lauren as his. Now Carter has a new mission—keep Lauren safe at all costs. Make her fall for him. And hide
all of the very dark and dangerous secrets that fill his closet. He needs Lauren to trust him, he needs her to
stay with him, and the last thing he wants is for Lauren to know just how deeply he’s already betrayed her.
What she never knows can’t hurt her, right? Their mating is forbidden, but Carter is about to break every
werewolf and vamp rule out there in order to claim Lauren. And those fools who try to get in his way will find
out just how deadly his beast can truly be…because there is no one in the world more important to a
wolf…than his mate. Author's Note: If you love hot alpha wolves and sexy vamps with bite, this book is for
you. Lust comes first and fast in the "Bite" books, but love soons follows. MATING BITE contains 52,000
words.
Seasons of the Moon Series, Books 1-4: Six Moon Summer, All Hallows' Moon, Long Night Moon, and Gray
Moon Rising Aug 26 2022 When Rylie went to summer camp, she didn’t expect to get bitten by a werewolf
and turn into a monster. She also didn’t expect to fall in love—especially not with a werewolf hunter.
Between ravenous werewolf packs, a bloodthirsty family of hunters, and Rylie’s battle with her inner wolf, all
the odds are stacked against Rylie’s love for Seth. But Seth will do anything to be with her…even if it means
turning against his family and sacrificing everything. This is a collection of the first four books in the Seasons
of the Moon series. It contains: Six Moon SummerAll Hallows' MoonLong Night MoonGray Moon RisingSIX
MOON SUMMERRylie's been bitten. She's changing. And now she has three months to find a cure before
becoming a werewolf... forever. Rylie Gresham hates everything about summer camp: the food, the fresh air,
the dumb activities, and the other girls in her cabin. But the worst part is probably being bitten by a
werewolf. Being a teenager is hard enough, but now she's craving raw flesh and struggles with
uncontrollable anger. If she doesn't figure out a way to stop the transformation, then at the end of summer,
her life is worse than over. She'll be a monster. ALL HALLOWS' MOONThe good girl has become the big bad
wolf... Rylie survived a werewolf bite. She's moved to her aunt's ranch to enroll in a new school and continue
her life--except now she transforms into a monster every moon and struggles to control her murderous
urges. Without many werewolves left, it's hard to stay in hiding. A family of hunters--Eleanor, Abel, and
Seth--recognize the signs and follow Rylie to her new home. They want to stop her before she murders
someone, and the only way to do it is with a silver bullet. Seth soon realizes the werewolf is Rylie, the one
monster he failed to kill. Worse yet, he's still in love with her. Torn between family and love, Rylie struggles
to reconcile her feelings and control the wolf within while Seth fights to do what's right. But what is
right--obeying desire or duty? LONG NIGHT MOONSomething is killing innocent people around Rylie
Gresham's town. The police think it's a wild animal, but she has other suspicions. There are new kids at
school, and they have a lot in common with her: gold eyes, super strength, and a habit of turning furry. It

seems Rylie's not the only werewolf around anymore. It's up to Rylie and her werewolf-hunting boyfriend,
Seth, to stop the killings. But saving lives doesn't come naturally to a monster, and territory battles could
risk the life of her sickly aunt--not to mention her own. Rylie has no choice but to stand her ground, protect
her home, and stop the murders before anyone else gets hurt. GRAY MOON RISINGIt's been almost a year
since Rylie Gresham was bitten by a werewolf on Gray Mountain. Now something is beckoning her back to the
place she was attacked, along with every other werewolf in the world. But they aren't the only ones heeding
the call. A group of hunters notices them gathering and sees it as their chance to wipe out the entire species.
Seth is about to graduate high school when he learns of the final hunt. He secretly plans to save Rylie and his
werewolf brother even though he has to play along with the hunters to do it. But Rylie doesn't want to be
saved. She's already decided to solve her problems with a silver bullet if answers aren't waiting on Gray
Mountain. One way or another, everything is about to end--whether it means Rylie's liberation or the end of
her life... dark urban fantasy, occult supernatural, free fantasy book, bargain fantasy book, urban dark
fantasy, paranormal romance, werewolves, werewolf pack, free, freebie, young adult paranormal keywords:
urban fantasy, paranormal romance, urban fantasy romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance,
angels, demons, science fiction romance, free urban fantasy novel, free books, free paranormal, exorcist,
urban fantasy series
Sacrificed in Shadow Aug 14 2021 Sometimes, you need a demon to fight demons. Lincoln Marshall is a smalltown deputy with a very big problem. Six members of his church have been found dead, killed by a rogue
werewolf. He’ll have to make a deal with the Devil to save victims that have gone missing — maybe literally.
Elise Kavanagh, preternatural investigator and exorcist, is the expert when it comes to violent deaths at the
jaws of evil. She’s also among the most powerful demons that Hell has spawned. Elise jumps at Lincoln’s
case, and it’s not just because of his down-home charm. Someone’s laid a trap for her in Northgate, and she
wants to find out who. She’ll have to team up with Rylie Gresham, Alpha of the last surviving werewolf pack,
to figure out who’s trying to blame the murders on werewolves. Only together can they stop the killings —
and uncover the secrets buried in Northgate. keywords: demons, angels, urban fantasy novel, occult
supernatural, supernatural suspense, paranormal romance, dark fantasy, exorcism exorcist, werewolves,
werewolf pack
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